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Ultimate Corvette Trivia Challenge 
 
 

1)  Before Bowling Green, where were the Corvettes produced? 

 

A)  Flint, MI  B)  Chicago, IL   C)  St. Louis, MO   D)  Detroit, MI 

 

2)  What year was the hatchback first offerd in the Corvette? 

 

A)   1974    B)    1976    C)   1982    D)   1983 

 

                                       (answers on page 6) 

STILL NEED A FEW VOLUNTEERS  
 
The Plymouth Fairgrounds would like our help running their concessions stands in 
2019 for Special Events.   Thanks to all who committed already but, spaces are still 
available on all dates.  We need 20 people for each date.  Below are the correct 
dates:    (A couple of spots are still open, especially the August date) 
  
• Monday, July 29th (World of Outlaws) 
• Friday, August 23rd (PDTR) 
 
The club appreciates your help … the Fairgrounds committee loves the 

Kettle Moraine Corvette Club! 

 

Please contact Mary Lou if you can help out.   

 

Thank you! 
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Corvette Trivia Answers: 
 
  1)  A and C  The first 300 were made in Flint with remaining made in St. Louis until 1981  
 
  2)   C,  1982  and only on the “Collector Edition”   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Happy 4th of July to all our KMCC veterans!   Thanks! 

THE C7 ERA COMES TO AN END 

First up, the last order cycle for the 2019 ZR1 closed at the end of May which means 

that the end date to custom order the 755-hp Corvette has passed. 

 

The final order cycle to build a C7 Convertible with a Customer order required was 

Monday, June 6th.  The last day for any Customer order C7 Coupes was Monday, 

June 17th.  And, the final day for ANY C7 order was Tuesday, June 23rd.  

 

However, there was no guarantee that dealers had any allocations on that day. Keep 

in mind that these are for placing sold customer orders for 2019 Corvettes. Dealer 

inventories for the 2019 Corvette are still plentiful and so if you can’t order the car of 

your dreams, there’s a good chance that most of your wish list can be fulfilled with a 

car that has already been built.   Have your dealer do a nationwide search. 
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THE JUNE KMCC MEMBERSHIP 

MEETING 

Hosted By 

Jim and Phyllis Schnettler at their 

beautiful Sheboygan Falls Home. 

 

The day started out looking like a 

chance for rain; however, by the time 

the meeting started, the skies had 

cleared and the temp was just perfect.   

And the hospitality was even better, not 

to mention the ribs and chicken. 

 

And take a look at the dessert table: it 

was fantastic! 

 

A total of 80 people were present for the 

meeting, parking 46 Corvettes on the 

manicured lawn around the house. 

 

A sincere “Thank you” to Jim and 

Phyllis.   A Great Meeting! 

The Dessert Table! 
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ROAD AMERICA JUNE SPRINTS 

 

While the weather didn’t cooperate for June Sprints weekend, with on and off 

rain and temps in the 50’s, racing did go on.  Below is a picture of the Class 

winner in GT1.   Tony Ave of Maiden, NC runs a C7 with approximately 800 HP. 

He managed to set a new course record for this class with a time of 2:05.479 

which was almost 1 1/2 seconds ahead of the nearest competitor.  That 

calculates out to just over an average of 117 mph.   

 

Check out that front spoiler.  That should collect a good amount of air at speed, 

not to mention the ZR1 type spoiler in the rear.   With that huge hood, looking 

out the windshield must be interesting, but if you’re out front, no need to see 

anyone else. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Photo courtesy of Bob Brandt) 
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    UNDERSTANDING THE C5, C6, C7 GAS TANKS 

 

    The C5, C6, and C7 Corvettes have two fuel tanks, left and right hand. The left hand tank 

contains the electric fuel pump that supplies fuel to the engine. The right hand tank has a pump, 

which transfers fuel from the right tank to the left tank. The pump in the right hand tank has no 

moving parts and is not really a pump. It is a siphon device that uses fuel pressure from the left 

hand pump to start a siphon that transfers fuel from the right hand tank to the left hand tank. In order 

to create this siphon, the fuel line that goes to the engine splits and a small amount of pressure is 

routed to the right hand tank to start the siphoning. The fuel that is being siphoned is routed through 

another hose to the left hand tank. If the left hand tank is full, the fuel transfers back to the right 

hand tank through the large filler tube located at the top of the tanks.  
          

     The idea is to always keep the left hand tank full whenever there is fuel in the right hand tank. 

When the fuel gauge reaches a half tank, the right hand tank is empty and the left hand tank is full. 

Both tanks have a float and sender that measures the fuel level in the tank. These signals go to the 

Powertrain Control Module (PCM) which interprets the information and sends a signal to the Body 

Control Module (BCM) which then sends a signal to the fuel gauge in the Instrument Cluster.  
 

     Because of the variation in tanks and sending units, the PCM doesn't always read the actual fuel 

level in the tank. Above or below preset voltage limits, the fuel level is estimated. The voltage limits 

for each sending unit, right and left, are set to represent "full" and "empty." When one or both tanks 

have exceeded the preset limits, either "full" or "empty," the system is estimating the actual fuel 

level. This happens when both tanks are full, gauge is "full;" when the right tank is empty and the left 

tank is full, "half" on the gauge, or when both tanks are empty, gauge is at "empty."  

 

     This estimating strategy and the physical layout of the system results in an unusual fuel gauge 

characteristic that may be noticeable to some people. When the fuel level is at or near half tank, the 

right hand tank is empty and the left hand tank is full, so the system is estimating the actual fuel 

level. Because of the siphoning system, when the car sets without running, the fuel level equalizes 

in the two tanks. When the car is first started, the system is actually reading the fuel level in both the 

right and left hand tanks. After running for several minutes, the fuel in the right hand tank has been 

transferred to the left hand tank, leaving the right hand tank empty and the left hand tank full. The 

change in the fuel levels results in the system changing from reading the actual fuel level to 

estimating the fuel level. This change results in the fuel gauge reading actually indicating more fuel 

than when the car was first started.   

http://i.viglink.com/?key=3c8eee36ee31b0b19b8e77062da5db89&insertId=4ffe7ebbd75007c8&type=H&exp=60%3ACI1C55A%3A20&libId=jwz5jbp101000b19000DLb3bfiek0&loc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.z06vette.com%2Fforums%2Ff5%2Fhow-c5-fuel-tank-system-works-60056%2F&v=1&iid=4ffe7ebbd75
http://i.viglink.com/?key=3c8eee36ee31b0b19b8e77062da5db89&insertId=3f960799646ce159&type=CD&exp=60%3ACI1C55A%3A20&libId=jwz5jbp101000b19000DLb3bfiek0&loc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.z06vette.com%2Fforums%2Ff5%2Fhow-c5-fuel-tank-system-works-60056%2F&v=1&iid=3f96079964
http://i.viglink.com/?key=3c8eee36ee31b0b19b8e77062da5db89&insertId=d0bfc9f2dd93c138&type=CD&exp=60%3ACI1C55A%3A20&libId=jwz5jbp101000b19000DLb3bfiek0&loc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.z06vette.com%2Fforums%2Ff5%2Fhow-c5-fuel-tank-system-works-60056%2F&v=1&iid=d0bfc9f2dd
http://i.viglink.com/?key=3c8eee36ee31b0b19b8e77062da5db89&insertId=0e8a7e9d742129fb&type=L&exp=60%3ACI1C55A%3A20&libId=jwz5jbp101000b19000DLb3bfiek0&loc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.z06vette.com%2Fforums%2Ff5%2Fhow-c5-fuel-tank-system-works-60056%2F&v=1&iid=0e8a7e9d742
http://i.viglink.com/?key=3c8eee36ee31b0b19b8e77062da5db89&insertId=6420151be22fc80d&type=CD&exp=60%3ACI1C55A%3A20&libId=jwz5jbp101000b19000DLb3bfiek0&loc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.z06vette.com%2Fforums%2Ff5%2Fhow-c5-fuel-tank-system-works-60056%2F&v=1&iid=6420151be2
http://i.viglink.com/?key=3c8eee36ee31b0b19b8e77062da5db89&insertId=6420151be22fc80d&type=CD&exp=60%3ACI1C55A%3A20&libId=jwz5jbp101000b19000DLb3bfiek0&loc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.z06vette.com%2Fforums%2Ff5%2Fhow-c5-fuel-tank-system-works-60056%2F&v=1&iid=6420151be2
http://i.viglink.com/?key=3c8eee36ee31b0b19b8e77062da5db89&insertId=a298fb9add068895&type=H&exp=60%3ACI1C55A%3A20&libId=jwz5jbp101000b19000DLb3bfiek0&loc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.z06vette.com%2Fforums%2Ff5%2Fhow-c5-fuel-tank-system-works-60056%2F&v=1&iid=a298fb9add0
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     One of the common concerns with the Corvette is the fuel gauge goes to "empty" intermittently. 

First, let's discuss why this happens. As previously mentioned, the system estimates the fuel level at 

certain times. When the signal from the left hand sender is above the preset voltage limit, the 

system estimates the left hand tank fuel level to be full. When the signal from the right hand sender 

is below the preset voltage limit, the computer estimates the right hand tank fuel level to be empty.  

 

     In this situation, left tank full and right tank empty, the computer estimates the fuel level and sets 

that gauge at half tank. Once the fuel level in the left hand tank goes below the preset voltage limit, 

less than full, the computer begins reading the actual fuel level and setting the gauge accordingly. At 

this time the computer expects to see the voltage signal from the right hand tank stay below the 

preset limit that indicates empty. The problem comes from the fact that the signal from the right 

hand tank does not stay below the preset limit. When the computer sees the right hand signal 

voltage exceed the preset empty limit, it assumes that there is a problem in the fuel transfer system, 

which is a possibility. When this condition exists, the computer software turns on the Check Gauges 

light and commands the fuel gauge to the empty position. The logic for this is, if there were a 

problem with the fuel transfer system and fuel was not being transferred from the right hand tank 

into the left hand tank, you could have the gauge indicate half tank, when then the left hand tank 

would be empty and the right hand tank would be full. In this situation you would run out of gas and 

be walking.  

 

     On some Corvettes the situation that is occurring now is the result of the right hand sending unit 

being attacked by compounds within reformulated gasoline. This condition manifests itself as an 

erratic voltage signal from the right hand sending unit. In the above scenario, left tank full and right 

tank empty, gauge at half, the computer looks for the voltage signal from the right hand tank to stay 

below a preset level. The erratic voltage signal caused by the reformulated gasoline causes the 

computer to think there is fuel in the right hand tank when there is not. When this happens the 

computer software turns on the Check Gauges light and commands the fuel gauge to empty. GM 

has issued a revised computer software, for 1999 through early 2002 models, that raises the right 

hand preset voltage empty limit to prevent the erratic voltage signal from causing this situation. 

While it has proven to be an effective solution, it has not corrected the concern in all instances.  

 

Another possible resolution is to use Techron fuel system cleaner. This has also worked in 

many cases, more so in C5 models, but occasionally in C6 and C7 models also.   Keep a 

bottle of Techron handy in your car.  

http://i.viglink.com/?key=3c8eee36ee31b0b19b8e77062da5db89&insertId=a298fb9add068895&type=H&exp=60%3ACI1C55A%3A20&libId=jwz5jbp101000b19000DLb3bfiek0&loc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.z06vette.com%2Fforums%2Ff5%2Fhow-c5-fuel-tank-system-works-60056%2F&v=1&iid=a298fb9add0
http://i.viglink.com/?key=3c8eee36ee31b0b19b8e77062da5db89&insertId=a298fb9add068895&type=H&exp=60%3ACI1C55A%3A20&libId=jwz5jbp101000b19000DLb3bfiek0&loc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.z06vette.com%2Fforums%2Ff5%2Fhow-c5-fuel-tank-system-works-60056%2F&v=1&iid=a298fb9add0
http://i.viglink.com/?key=3c8eee36ee31b0b19b8e77062da5db89&insertId=a298fb9add068895&type=H&exp=60%3ACI1C55A%3A20&libId=jwz5jbp101000b19000DLb3bfiek0&loc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.z06vette.com%2Fforums%2Ff5%2Fhow-c5-fuel-tank-system-works-60056%2F&v=1&iid=a298fb9add0
http://i.viglink.com/?key=3c8eee36ee31b0b19b8e77062da5db89&insertId=4ffe7ebbd75007c8&type=H&exp=60%3ACI1C55A%3A20&libId=jwz5jbp101000b19000DLb3bfiek0&loc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.z06vette.com%2Fforums%2Ff5%2Fhow-c5-fuel-tank-system-works-60056%2F&v=1&iid=4ffe7ebbd75
http://i.viglink.com/?key=3c8eee36ee31b0b19b8e77062da5db89&insertId=7537e9c3eff58ac4&type=CD&exp=60%3ACI1C55A%3A20&libId=jwz5jbp101000b19000DLb3bfiek0&loc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.z06vette.com%2Fforums%2Ff5%2Fhow-c5-fuel-tank-system-works-60056%2F&v=1&iid=7537e9c3ef
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                PRESIDENT           VICE PRESIDENT           SECRETARY             TREASURER 

        Mary Lou Haen          Gary Hoppe                    Bob O’Keefe            Rick Waldbauer 
         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

              
   

                                                              NCCC GOVENOR 

                                                            Dick Huibregtse       

 
WANT ADS  

KMCC members are encouraged to list Corvette or club items for sale 
without charge.  Sales and ads are for members only! 

Submit your ads (Include picture if possible) as you want it to read with the 
follow information: 

CONTACT: 

Person 

Phone: 

Email: 

 

Send to: grdsp63@mchsi.com 

 

 

Coming Soon  
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 FROM THE  
EDITOR: 

 

By David Modra 

As a follow-up to my article on late model Corvette fuel 

tanks, it’s well known that every so often the fuel gauge will 

just drop to EMPTY without any specific reason.  Apparently, 

using only the unleaded fuel that is available from your local 

gas station can deposit various substances on the fuel level 

monitoring system which then changes the electrical signal 

sent to the car computer. 
 

The best (and cheapest) way to correct this situation is to 

add some Techron Complete Fuel System Cleaner to the 

tank.  Even Corvette dealers recommend this method. 
 

However, doing this properly can be a problem.  Since there 

are two tanks in the C5, C6, and C7 Corvettes, just adding all 

the cleaner at any time may not have the best result. 
 

You need to add 1 oz per gallon of fuel, that’s approximately 

18 oz. per fill.   To start, it’s best to have the tanks just about 

empty.  Since the right tank (drivers side) fills first, you 

should put about 9 oz. in the tank and fill it with fuel until the 

gauge registers slightly over 1/2.  Then add another 9 oz. 

which will then go into the left tank and add fuel to complete 

the fill.  Thus both tanks should then have enough cleaner in 

them to resolve the problem. 

 

(Information per Lubtek, Division of Chevron) 
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2019 KMCC 3+ Month Calendar At  A Glance  

 

 

JULY:      KMCC Picnic and Meeting                 6:00 Drinks,        Wed. the 10th  

                    Memorial Park, Howards Grove        6:30 Dinner, 7:30 Meeting  

                    Hosts - Randy, Carol, Rick, and Sandi  Entringer       Note: NEW DATE 

                    Bring appetizer, salad or dessert to share 

 

                    Terrace Place Car Show                     4:00 - 7:30         Wed. the 24th   

                     1231 Eisner Ave, Sheboygan, WI 53081   (See flyer) 

 

AUG:     Home of Tom and Dawn Zimbal         6:00 Drinks,        Wed. the 7th  

                   14533 North Shore Rd.   Valders        6:30 Dinner,  7:30 Meeting 

                   Co-hosts: Rick and Mary Waldbauer 

                   Bring appetizer, salad or dessert to share 

 

                   50th Anniversary Day Rally                                             Sat. the 10th  
                                    Birschbachs  and Paulsons hosting 

    

                   A & W Car Manitowoc Car Show                                     Wed. the 14th  

 

SEPT:     Home of Jon Zoran and Mary Lou Haen     6:00 PM,      Wed. the 4th  

                    W1666 Santana Dr.    Sheboygan 

                                     (Details to follow) 

 

SAVE THE DATES 
October 5th:  KMCC 50th Anniversary Banquet, Millhome Supper Club   

October 25th-27th:  Door County Trip (see flyer this issue) 

 

In case of inclement weather: Members will be notified by email no 

later than 5:30 pm should a membership meeting be cancelled due to 

weather. 
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SAVE THE DATES AND JOIN OTHER CORVETTE OWNERS 
 
 
KMCC Corvette Corral  - “Let the Corral watch your car 
                                            while you watch the races” 
 

 

WeatherTech International Challenge, July  20th & 21st 
 

 

IMSA / Continental Road Race -            August 3rd & 4th 
 

 

NASCAR Xfinity Series -                  August  23rd, & 24th 
 

More info in future newsletters. 

FREE PARKING IN THE 
KMCC CORVETTE  

CORRAL FOR 
FUTURE EVENTS 

Corral is managed on 

the following dates 

For the latest stories, pictures, and club doings, check  out the 

KMCC website by clicking on the following link:  

 

KMCC WEBSITE 

http://northshorecorvetteclub.org
http://www.oopcd.com/kmcc/
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CURRENT BOARD MEMBER EMAILS 
 

 President      marylou@roadamerica.com 
 

 Vice President     hopshop@comcast.com 
 

 Secretary      bndokeefe@att.net 
 

 Treasurer      rvette@charter.net 
 

 NCCC Governor     dick@corvettesports.com 

PLEASE NOTE:  The newsletter is published during the last week of each 

month.  For items to be included in the newsletter, they MUST be received by 

the editor before the 15th of each month.   Thank you for your consideration. 

KMCC STANDING COMMITTEE CHAIRS 

 

Membership Chair:  Mary Ann Waldbauer 
 

 

Club Merchandise:   Mary Lou Haen 
  

PR:  Mary Lou Haen  /  Newsletter:  David Modra 
 

Website:  Joe Vopal 
 

Sunshine Committee:  Juliana Schulz 
 

Corvette Corral:  Kermit Schulz, Chairperson,  
            Cal Kuehne, Chuck Tuschl,  and Leon Wilterdink 
 

Sargent at Arms:  Mark Theime 
 

Club Library:  WCCA Rep, Herb Buhl 
 

Roster / Points Calculations:  Gary Hoppe 
 

50 / 50 Raffle Chair:  John Suchocki 

 

Club Historian: Robert Wood 
 

August IMSA Activities:  John Rische 
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The Kettle Kapers is the monthly publication of the Kettle 
Moraine Corvette Club, LTD.  General correspondence to the 
K.M.C.C. may be directed to Post Office Box 621, Sheboygan, 
WI 53082-0621. Visit us online at www.kmccwi.org.  Thanks to 
Joe Vopal for creation and maintenance of the KMCC club 
website. 
 

Any news or events for The Kettle Kapers should be directed to 
the newsletter editor: David Modra at grdsp63@mchsi.com by 
the 15th of each month for inclusion.  Thanks to Road America 
for their support. 
 


